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Decisions
Making decisions is part of every competitor?s life. Some choices are big, and some are
small, but all need to be made with God?s wisdom.
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Devotional

You Decide
Because God gives us free choice, we get to make decisions daily, hourly, even
moment by moment. Every day, every time you...
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Devotional

Are You Sure?

Every decision in the NFL playoffs is crucial because it?s "go on or go home" time. With
his St. Louis Rams down by three points and 15 yards from...
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Tough Decisions Don?t Have to Be Hard
My basketball team used to sit quietly in the locker room before a game, mentally
preparing for the challenge ahead. In our minds we went over and...
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Decisions
Every day as coaches, we face many decisions that will affect our team. We need to
deal with everything from what to do at practice, to who should...
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Making Courageous Choices
Sometimes I wonder why it is so difficult for coaches to be still and listen. We have no
problem knowing how to lead, direct others or give...
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The Right Path
It was the biggest race of the season. All the runners were ready to go. The rugged
course was full of hills and rough terrain, but it was THE race...
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Bible Study

Introduction - Get Focused Study
What is ?Get Focused?? ?Get Focused? is a four-part video series (each video is
approximately 12 minutes) with study guides...
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The Training - Get Focused Study
?If I had only thought ahead I wouldn?t be in this situation.? ?? 16-year-old Steve, after
losing the use of his legs from...
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The Game - Get Focused Study
?There?s definitely a right and a wrong. And I know what that is.? -Michelle, junior on
girl?s varsity soccer team.
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The Coach - Get Focused Study
?It was easy when I was a kid. Just listen to my folks. Now there are too many people
telling me what to do and what to...
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Make Wise Choices
Wisdom for a Young Head Coach Week 12 I Timothy 5:22-25 Discussion Questions:
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Audio

Advanced Decision-Making
If you want to stay on track - make decisions in advance!
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Audio

Decide First
Anticipate the situations you may face and decide in advance.
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Skit

The Fence
People are sitting on a fence and Jesus and Satan are at opposite ends of the fence.

Jesus says, ?Come and follow me.? to...
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